
                                                                                                                                                        

15th   Óðinn sons Sleipnir Valhöll 
 
 Æsir as men are said to be god-like and invincible 

 peace prevails wherever they stay 
what would this imply in our context of invincibility of the enlightened ones? 
or 

would these be embroidered old stories, made up for sake of embellishment? 
 
actually, the listeners could only make out of them what their state of 

consciousness allowed for; 
during our dark ages, our forefathers’ knowledge and wisdom seemed to  

have got lost, or at least was hidden, 
and it was drastically mal-treated, deliberately and by ignorance 
 

but now it is all for us - here and now - to be profoundly understood  
re-discovered in its full glory 
 

 
 

 * is it somehow typical,  
  that those who are in the greatest need for the wisdom  

  are the ones who claim it to be irrelevant  --  olden junk only? 
 * what will save the situation is perhaps the fact 
  that when we imbibe a little drop of understanding 

  immense inner width opens up and the desire to understand 
more and more, deeper and deeper, is initiated in us? 

 
the ones who did not care about our olden junk, now, 
all of a sudden want to learn how to nýsa niður,  

thereby automatically they will start to understand all 
 
be careful about all the power you feel when you start to nýsa niður 

as not to take on too much work in your lightness fitness optimism 
as we might have no time for our practice because of promised work 

 
know and practice correctly the delicate technique to transcend, and do not 
disturb the automatic flow of mind towards greater happiness 

 
if thoughts come during transcendence, see them as air-bubbles which rise 

when we dive into Ægir   --  not of any concern of ours -- 
they indicate release of deep-rooted stresses in Sleipnir to have occured 
 



 * what about the symbolic language of Sleipnir the horse? 

 
examples: a vehicle through the 8-fold Nature 
some delicate power tamed to be of the greatest use for us 
192 in our nervous systems become from 8 
 

 * what about the name Sleipnir which means he who is slippery 
   or he who glides on without any obstacles or hindrances? 
 * do we understand the highly evolved human nervous system  

and its capabilities? 
 

we shall understand, and be really concerned about,  
that our ability to transcend, if not used, could die out    
-- use it or lose it -- 

that would be the greatest misfortune of earth 
we shall have to culture our priceless human nervous system 
 

 
 
 

Skræðan Óðinn sons Sleipnir Valhöll 

is available on Amazon  here 

 

Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-Sleipnir-Valh%C3%B6ll-Volume/dp/9935467155/ref=sr_1_16?ie=UTF8&qid=1403103816&sr=8-16&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FFJvxs5kj8&index=15&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

